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Hot Off the Prez  - April 2021  
Paul d'Orléans 

 As many a Clash tattoo proclaims, the Future is Unwritten, and indeed 
some fancy dancing was required when putting together our Entry form for the 
2021 Summer Rally.  Six months ago, much of the planning was complete for 
the Rally, but certain assumptions were made that in the end proved untenable; 
notably, the indoor dining venue for our Welcome dinner and AGM/Banquet.  
There’s still too much uncertainty around local restrictions on indoor group ac-
tivities, so, with tremendous help from JP Defaut, we’ve sorted an alternative 
that’s much closer to our camping/RV cohort, in fact within the very same Fair-
grounds.  Let’s hope the weather gods smile upon us, because we’ll be sitting 
outside.  The benefits are clear, especially for the campers, who have often felt 
themselves a secondary consideration by increasingly hotel-oriented Rally or-
ganizers.  My Rally participation is now equally split between my camping and 
comfy bed years, at around 15 years each, so in the end it seems that having our 
two official dinners in the camping zone is a happy state of affairs.   
 The Summer Rally is July 18-24. Registration forms and payment op-
tions are available on our club website Velocette.org.  We’d prefer if you regis-
tered online, as it simplifies the process tremendously.  Our Rally hub is the 
Victorian Inn in Ferndale, and there may be a room open still, but there are 
plenty of other rooms in town, and in nearby places like Fortuna.  There’s also 
camping/RV at the Fairgrounds, walking distance from town, which costs $30/
night with showers, and less for dry RV camping.  We’ve done our best to keep 
costs down on the two scheduled meals, and our Welcome Dinner is nearly im-
promptu – we’re picking up fajitas in town and self-catering at the Friendship 
Garden at the Fairgrounds.  The AGM/Banquet will be properly catered and 
thus more expensive, also at the Friendship Garden.  Whatever choices you 
make regarding accommodations, the ride itself will be terrific, as the Lost 
Coast and Redwoods make for terrific riding country.  And, it will be good to 
see you after an officially ‘lost’ year. 

Chase Truck Wanted! 
The Summer Rally needs a chase truck and driver: would you like to participate 
in the Rally, but can't ride or don't have a running bike?  Meet grateful Club 
members as their knight in shining armor!  Gas and expenses paid.  Contact 
Paul 415 378 8787 paul@thevintagent.com 
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2021 Summer Rally Registration is ONLINE ONLY.   
Please go to www.Velocette.org.
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John & Sue Ray Cordially Invite You to Attend  
Something Somewhat-But-Not-Completely Different . . . 

The THIRTY THIRD  
Velocette Owners Club of North America’s 

Spring Opener Ride 
Saturday, the 22nd of May 2021 

The Red Barn at Rancho Veloce 
1681 Partrick Road, Napa, California 94558  

Schedule of Activities:   
10:00 AM:  MEET AT THE RED BARN. 

IMPORTANT!  ARRIVE WITH FUEL TANKS TOPPED UP.  NO FUEL STOPS ON 
THE RIDE! 

10:30 AM:  RIDE DEPARTS 

NO GROUP BREAKFAST THIS YEAR, BUT TWO STOPS ALONG THE WAY: 
1.  Pope Valley Market for light refreshments and stretching. 
2.  Turtle Rock Café near Lake Berryessa for a no-host lunch and beverages. 

RETURN TO THE BARN BY 3:00 PM.  NO POST-RIDE GROUP FESTIVI-
TIES PLANNED. 

Covid Protocol Notes:  We’re in fluid times.  Much of this could change – one 
way or the other -- as things develop and unfold.  We will follow the local public 
health directives in place on the date.  So it is possible that if things have opened 
up substantially, we may be able to arrange for a post-ride group event.  But we 

cannot plan on that now, since no local venues are open for large-ish group gath-
erings.  We will communicate any material changes via email, so let us know if 

you are coming and give us your email address. 

Directions:  Mapping software will get you close.  Or email us. 
I will have a cardboard “1681” sign displayed at the Red Barn driveway.  

RSVP 
Voice or Text:  707-344-2221       E-mail:  clubman@velocette.org 

mailto:moneypenny@velocette.org
mailto:moneypenny@velocette.org


Eastern News 
by Andrew Harris 

 Greetings from the East, winter seems to be finally over, the snow 
shovel is put away and I am out and about on two wheels again in the middle of 
March.  Still not back to normal of course, no big public events and the CVMG 
national rally in Paris on Fathers’ day is cancelled again.  
 Winter was not just about tobogganing with a two-year-old of course, I 
was able to spend a few moments making a special tool for the Velo.  The de-
vice in question is a special slim spanner to unscrew the ball valve/strainer as-
sembly from the oil tank.  A regular 3/8 W is too fat to fit on the ball union as-
sembly, putting leverage on the lower ball valve body usually just separates the 
two halves of the ball valve.  So I found a suitable scrap of 1/8” thick Alumini-
um and made a wrench.  No CNC machines in this workshop of course – just 
traditional methods with hacksaw, chisel and file.   
 I finally obtained the new tires for the Velo, Avon have clearly re-
opened the factory as my Roadriders are dated the third and fourth weeks of 
2021 so you can’t get much fresher than that.  Not before time either as the old 
rubber is a lot older than I really want to talk about…. The profile is nice and 
rounded, big difference from the old SM for the rear which I always thought 
was really a sidecar tire.  I used a Continental RB2 for many years on the front, 
having fallen off in the rain in 1974 with an Avon ribbed in use.  The Roadrider 
comes in a 3.25x 19 for the front and the 100/90x19 is a replacement for 
3.50x19 at the rear.  It’s the first time for many years that I have had a decent 
profile 19” rear tire. 
 Interestingly the rotation direction is opposite for front or rear fitment.  
I always thought the rotation direction was set by the internal construction of 
the tire but clearly not so.  I have to conclude it is the tread pattern that is the 
deciding factor.  Both tires can be used 
front or rear. 
 News from abroad – Norton Mo-
tors has been bought by, you only have one 
guess…an Indian entrepreneur. That makes 
it a hat-trick with Royal Enfield, BSA and 
Norton all now owned in the sub-continent.  
So much for British industry eh?  Not for-
getting of course that Jaguar Land Rover 
belongs to TATA.  The new owners of Nor-
ton intend to establish a manufacturing base 
in the West Midlands to produce a “world 
class machine that our customers want.”  
Well we will see won’t we? 
 What’s next you ask?  An Indian 
Velo?  Oh wait, someone already did that 
didn’t they? 
Ride safely and stay healthy, 
Andrew 
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Hi, 
 I’m happy to be a new member of VOCNA.  I’ve played with old bikes 
since getting out of school in 1987 and stumbling into a 1964 BSA lighting.  
That bike is still with me and about 10 others have joined.  The latest is the 
1954 MSS. I picked it up as a basket case at the Davenport, Iowa bike meet.  
The clutch got sorted last weekend, the lighting is set for this coming weekend 
and after that, it will be done except for the fiddling.  
 I am at least acquainted with a couple of your members.  Olav has giv-
en me some tips along the way as has Ed Gilkison.  I don’t know Paul d’Or-
leans, but we may be the only two in the US who still ride a Brough (needless 
to say, he puts in quite a few more miles than me).  I’m fairly isolated in Quin-
cy, Illinois which is two hours north of St. Louis.  As a result, I don’t see many 
folks with strange tastes in old motorcycles.  
 Your letter mentions submitting materials to the editor.  I spent a good 
part of my childhood in the local BSA and Triumph shops and have various 
stories to share.  I really can’t put together technical stuff but I have been con-
templating for several years a short series tentatively titled, “Going Down”. 
 June 11, 2016 my Red Vincent and I were on a pleasant Saturday ride.  
A semi driver on a cell phone decided to use us for traction.  After a bad acci-
dent, there are many things that it is helpful to know.  I was a lawyer (now a 
judge) so I have the “legal” background, but there are the issues of medical 
treatment, insurance, employment, fixing the bike and most importantly heal-
ing.  Unfortunately  “going down” happens and there are a lot of sharks in the 
waters.  Mistakes after an accident can have long lasting consequences.  With 
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mild encouragement, you could set me to work.  
 As you can probably tell, I enjoy messing with these old things.  The 
MSS is almost done and I have it in my head that I need a Thruxton to go with 
it.  I’ve been snooping around, but there’s not one in the garage yet.  The 
snow’s about gone and riding season is around the corner.  It’s time to get the 
bikes into shape for Spring!  Thanks for letting me join.  
Cheers, Tad Brenner 
              Quincy, Illinois 
P.S. I found the MSS during assembly and a pic of me on my Brough Superior. 
The Velo is wearing an old style timing cover because that’s what came with it. 
I really don’t think it look too bad. No pics of me on the Velo yet. My only oth-
er news is that I’ve managed to purchase a ‘67 Thruxton but haven’t managed 
to pick it up yet. That should happen within the next couple of weeks!  We’ll 
have to see how the Velos compare. The weather is finally turning to Spring in 
Illinois. Thanks for having me and happy and very safe riding to you all.  
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WANTED:  
Trade or Cash.  Poster “Triumph Wins 36th Annual Big Bear Run”.  This old race win 
promotional advertisement from 1957 of Bud Ekins winning.  Other similar posters 
wanted.  Good copies OK.  Anything on Big Bear, Catalina or Greenhorn races.  Also 
“Motorcyclist” mags of 50’s and 60s, and 11 X 11 Triumph brochure for 1965. 
R.E. Rogers     Rogersr.e.65@gmail.com 



Hello 
 Please allow me to introduce myself.  My name is Michael Lewin.  I 
live on Long Island in New York though I have been sheltering in Northern 
New Jersey since the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic.  I have owned vari-
ous motorcycles continuously since I graduated from college in the 1970's start-
ing with an A50 BSA which I intended to ride across the country Easy Rider 
style.  That fantasy was finally fulfilled when I retired in 2012 on a BMW 
R1150GS.  Just before I retired I acquired a 1952 Vincent Rapide in terrible 
condition.  I spent about 5 years restoring it and now it too has been ridden 
across the country.  In the interim between that first BSA to December of 2020 I 
had heard a lot about Velocettes but never had the opportunity to own one.  
Then in December I saw one for sale online.  It was an actual barn find, having 
spent the last 30+ years in a barn in Massachussets, one that, judging from the 
amount of rust on the bike, was missing it's roof.  The seller wanted way to 
much and I offered 1/2 of what he was asking.  Not surprisingly he did not ac-
cept my bid but about a month later he contacted me to alert me to keep an eye 
on his account as the next week he was going to start parting out the bike and 
selling the parts individually.  I wrote back saying that it would be a real shame 
to part it out since the bike, in as sorry condition as it was, was extremely com-
plete, even down to the original Craven racks it had mounted.  I offered to raise 
my bid by 1/2 and though I did not expect it, he accepted my offer.  One week 
later collected my first Velocette which appears to be a Venom Clubman 
(rearsets, tachometer, manual advance/retard, twin leading shoe front brake).  
 It took about a month of soaking in Marvel Mystery oil and various 
methods of applying pressure, to try to budge the piston in the cylinder.  All to 
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no avail.  I finally had to withdraw the motor from the frame (something I 
planned to do anyway) and take off the drive side of the crankcase.  I was then 
able to remove the entire cylinder, piston, rod and complete crank all in one 
unit.  Then on a slightly modified Harbor Freight 12 ton press I was finally able 
to dislodge the piston/rod/crank from the cylinder.  A new cylinder and piston 
has arrived from England, along with new rollers for the big end, new exhaust 
system, new fork rods and many other miscellaneous smaller parts.  So it ap-
pears I am now embarking of a full restoration, my first since completing the 
restoration of the Vincent Rapide.  I needed a new project and now I have one 
indeed. - 
Michael 

The Magic of Electricity on a Velocette 
Tim Kenney 

 I have a mental block against resolving electrical problems, and always 
assume the worst, never looking for the obvious.  My 1952 MAC has probably 
one of the most straight forward and simple wiring harness and charging sys-
tems in existence, and yet it intimidates me.  For quite some time the battery 
has not been keeping it's charge, and the headlight and horn only worked with 
the engine running.  Even then, the headlight flickered.  I had installed a nice 
new LED bulb in my ancient Miller headlight shell, hoping for enough light to 
see further than the front tire, and while it was bright, it flickered.  I assumed 
that the bulb its self was somehow getting insufficient voltage to stay steady, 
and that it must be the battery, which had been in the bike for years.  Yes, I was 
sure, a new battery would solve all my charging and lighting problems.  
 I found a 10amp 6Volt MAT battery from an Amazon vendor who 
shipped it free, so I was set.  Once it arrived, I needed to modify my LUCAS 
battery 'shell' to accommodate the larger battery.  This is an old trick, take the 
no good LUCAS lead acid battery and hollow it out till a new improved battery 
fits.  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Above: JP talking to Mike Jongblood during the 2014 Melo Velo Rally 
 Once I had it fitting, I presented it to the bike, hooking up the spade 
terminals and bolting it all together, expecting a steady light and a revolution in 
charging.  
 Nope, nothing changed.  In fact, after installing the battery without the 
bike running, the light and horn and tail light would work briefly, then all went 
dark. 
 Damn, said I, that cheap deal on the battery with free shipping was not 
such a good idea after all.  
 On to my Amazon account, dash off a note to the vendor, complaining 
that the battery 1) does not take a charge, and 2) will not hold a charge.  Obvi-
ously junk.  
 They replied that I needed to have it tested. I replied that Ojai doesn't 
really have a place to test batteries.  They sent me an RMA with 6 pages of in-
struction on how to package the battery, plus a warning that if it tested well on 
their end, I would be charged a restocking fee.  
 I gathered all the material needed to ship. 
 Fate intervened. I needed to go to Ventura for my second Covid shot, 
and while there, went to a Battery and Bulb, intent on buying a new battery.  I 
ask them to test the crummy battery, and guess what?  It is good as gold, and 
they would not sell me a replacement.  WHAT??? 
 One of the people I ride with, or should I say have ridden with, is a re-
tired marine engineer, now in his 80s and dealing with all the outcomes of liv-
ing a long, hard working and drinking life.  He goes by 'JP' and will regale you  
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Above:  JP in the Lead during the 2014 Melo Velo Rally  
with stories of life on and off the sea.  One of my favorites is how, on a ship 
that ran between New Zealand and England, the young engineers had to replace 
the white rod bearings for the Diesel engine while at sea.  They carried spares, 
and would, in shifts, run in and out of the crankcase, and using block and tackle 
plus pure youthful energy, drop a rod cap and replace the bottom bearing.  They 
worked in shifts because the engine was still very hot, and there was no time to 
let it cool.  In his career he traveled the world, working his way up to 6th Senior  
3rd engineer on the Queen Mary 1 (the one in Long Beach), part of the Cunard 
fleet.  He also worked as a boy in New Zealand, wrenching on tired British cars 
and bikes.  We have been riding together for decades, as he settled in Ventura 
with wife 2 while co-managing a boat yard, and still liked to fiddle with old 
British bikes.  In fact, until recently, he owned a Royal Enfield Continental GP, 
which he managed to improve to the point where it exceeded all performance 
and reliability standards usually associated with that little 250.  He even got the 
long disparaged 5 speed to work (they were sent to the dealers with extra four 
speed gear sets, as most of the five speeds were to fussy to work well). 
 I went to him and begged for help, and between doctor's appointments 
and my work demands, we finally got together over the MAC, good battery in 
hand and no clue (on my part) as to what was wrong.  At this point I was shop-
ping for a replacement Voltage Regulator (the stock one was replaced with a 
modern electronic version that fits inside the sheet metal for the old mechanical 
one, and I was now sure that this was the source of my problems).  Oh, and I 
also was flirting with the possibility that my generator has reversed it's polariza-
tion, as the ammeter showed negative charge while running.  I had downloaded 
instructions on how to flip the polarization on a generator, just in case.  
 JP very methodically, volt meter in hand, worked his way from the bat-
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tery into the handmade wiring harness, and up into the headlight.  What he dis-
covered was a series of bad connections, all adding up to intermittent flow of 
current, both to the battery, and to the accessories.  The connections to the bat-
tery we so flaky that after a surge of voltage, they would cease to supply conti-
nuity, hence the behavior that I attributed to a faulty battery.  The headlight, 
well, it was missing a ground to the bulb, and the weight of the LED replace-
ment had loosened up the bulb socket inside the reflector, making the whole 
thing unstable.  A new wire to ground and a dollop of epoxy addressed those 
issues, and to make a long story a little bit shorter, my MAC now is charging 
the battery that in turn, powers all the accessories (lights and horn).  Being a 
Velocette, ignition is handled by a separate Magneto, or it never would have 
started and run all these years. 
 Whew.. will I ever learn to check the basics?? Maybe. 
Ojai Velo.. 

2021 BSAOCNC Delta Ride  
By Lanora Cox 

 Teamwork got the 2021 BSAOCNC Delta ride to happen.  Thanks to 
David James who organized the event even though he was unable to attend.  
Someone else, possibly named Bill Davies rode the route even though he also 
was unable to attend.  As usual Don Danmeier helped out behind the scenes as 
he donated an old triple A map even though, yes it’s true, he was unable to at-
tend.  All of us who did drag our bikes out to Rio Vista thank those who put so 
much effort into it. 
 Bill Whalen took the lead onsite with his wife driving the chase truck.  
Jeff Scott mastered his map reading skills and found the mileage matched his 
odometer for those who were willing to follow him.  This is no small feat.  The 
way the delta roads meander alongside the Sacramento river and cross many 
tributaries always confuses my sense of direction. 
 Overall there was a great Velocette turnout.  John Sims, Jim Romain, 
Pete Young and Jeff Scott were all Velo mounted.  Frank Recoder, a man who 
matches the marque with the ride showed up on a BSA triple.  There were also 
four Triumphs, a Vincent and a Moto Guzzi present.  There were rumors about 
a Norton that was brushed off and trucked in but did not start.   
The only bike that had problems was my own modern Buell.  Despite having 
fuel in the tank, the bike suffered from fuel starvation.  I assumed rain from the 
night before had gotten into the tank, but I was only partly correct.  There was a 
little water, but there was a bigger problem in the air supply.  If I’d disconnect-
ed that funny black tube, air would have circulated into the tank. 
 Many of us got to witness the importance of transportation on the river 
as we waited for a boat to pass and the span to return to the bridge so we could 
return to town. 
 No lunch was planned but the meeting spot had a new feature in the 
manner of a hot dog stand.  What else could you want besides a beautiful 
(short) ride, good companionship and warm sauerkraut! 
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2021 BSA OCNC Delta 
Ride 
It’s great fun to see who 
shows up and what they 
brought to ride. 
Right:  Pete Young. 
Below:  Pete talks with Jim 
Romain behind Jim’s beau-
tiful KTS. 
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Left John Sims 
Below:  Jeff Scott 
and Bill Whalen ride 
off the ferry and up 
to the road. 
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Right: 
One of the many 
bridge crossings 
on the Delta 
ride. 

Below:Aging poser gets to day dream on Ivan Rhodes' Roarer.   Pukekohe, 
New  Zealand 1998  Paul Adams photos 
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Early AMA Grand National champion, Velocette enthusiast, and VOCNA  
member John Munoz signs the "Wall of Honor" at the Barber Motorcycle  
Museum in Birmingham, Alabama.   Watching are museum director Brian  
Slark, center, and George Barber, 
right.  Paul Adams photos 

Right:  Club members may be inter-
ested in my book, 'Racing Classic 
Motorcycles', first published last 
summer.  I have been a UK Velocette 
Owners Club member for nearly 50 
years and the book has quite a lot of 
Velocette content including Manx 
Grand Prix racing success with a Ve-
locette.   
 It contains Isle of Man, Con-
tinental and UK classic racing tales 
and much more. 
 US price 25 dollars. But is 
available, possibly discounted, on 
Amazon in the USA and from the 
publishers - 'Veloce Publishing Ltd'. 
Andy Reynolds 
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The Velocette Flat Tracker 
by Tim Ken-
ney 
 Ascot 
park was a 
famous ½ 
mile dirt oval 
in Southern 
California, or 
as J. C. Aga-
janian said 
“Come to 
Ascot, where 
the 110, the 
405 and the 
91 freeways 
collide!".  In 
addition to 
sprint car rac-
ing and figure 
8 racing there 
was an active 
and vibrant 
motorcycle 
scene, includ-
ing TT, moto 
cross, and flat 
track racing.  
 In the 
late fifty’s, 
the sixty’s 
and into the 
70’s British 
bikes battled 
American iron on the sticky Ascot surface.  It was thought that the locals were 
hard to beat due to the unique characteristics of the track. 
There is a good review at https://www.cyclenews.com/2019/06/article/archives-
the-last-ascot/ .  
 Sometime in the very early 70s (72, 73?) my friend Bob Battle and I 
bought a garage full of Velocette parts, including an old Ascot Flat tracker.  We 
were very interested in getting Bob’s Venom ready for a cross country ride (he 
bought Junior’s old bike from Lou Branch), and the garage find helped in this 
effort tremendously.  We also sold a pickup full of frames and bits to Lou, 
which helped as well, as we were both living on the edge.  Bob had returned 
from Viet Nam, and I was riding my 1952 MAC to Valley state, trying to stay 
out of Viet Nam and stay in school.  
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 The Flat tracker’s builder was Bob Anderson.  Once after I showed the 
bike at a Trailblazer’s event, I got the following note from Dennis Burkman 
along with a dramatic photo of a crash: 

 A casual inspection of 77x was enough to tell me that if I ever wanted 
to hear it run, I needed to do it with the help of an engineer and a machinist.  I 
would also need to know a lot more about Velocette performance enhance-
ments.  As a result, except for some futile efforts to bump start it once in Ojai, I 
never got it to run, and never attempted to take it apart.  I was sure then, and 
even more sure now, that there were very few ‘stock’ Velocette parts in this 
build.  As I slowly gained knowledge about the Marque, I was even more re-
spectful of the handmade nature of the beast.  The following photos should give 
the reader an idea of what I was seeing: 
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“Hi Tim, 
 Dennis here.  I met you at the trailblazers banquet and talked 
with you about your Velo.  Bob Anderson 77x, did not make expert 
until 1962 (white plate).  Crashing with him is 27x Red McKeen 
who quit in 1964.  So my educated guess is that the photo was taken 
in 1962 or 63 at ASCOT park, 190st & Vermont, Cardena CA.  I 
have documentation of Anderson living in Encino, Woodland Hills 
& LA.  Bob did not make a big name for himself, just a local boy 
that took 3 yrs to make expert.  (Bob mostly rode a BSA Gold Star.)”



How about these Triple 
Clamps, a work of art.  
 Short Stroked Engine. 
Pretty sure it has a KTT 
rod, as Eddy Arnold 
traded me one from the 
stuff we got to rebuild 
my MAC engine.   Look 
at the intake and GP 
carb. Look familiar? I 
wonder who really con-
tributed to the Thruxton 
head design.  Then there 
is the mag, which I think 
is a Joe Hunt, adapted to 
the Velo crank case.  

My old friend, Lee Standley, would have approved of the crankcase breathing.  
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If you look carefully at the previous photo, and the next, you can see a massive 
oil sump sticking off the bottom of the case.  Did I mention ‘not stock?’ 
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 A little closer look, it is an MSS case, and I am thinking it is one that 
does not have tapered roller bearings, maybe an early MSS. There was a Lot of 
MSS stuff in the 
garage. no body 
work, of course.  
Look carefully at 
the cylinder base. 
Nothing is stock.  
 Check out 
the inlet, and the 
bend in the upper 
oil feed. An inch 
shorter?   
 Then 
there is the busi-
ness end, along 
with cut tires for 
the track and cus-
tom drop outs for 
the axle.  The 
frame was a very modified MSS rigid, the head set had been cut off and reposi-
tioned, and who knows what else?  See my point?  You don’t mess with history, 
IMHO.   The only thing I had done was to give the battered Gas Tank to Mike 
Jongblood who eased the paper thin aluminum tank back into a proper shape.  
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 Are 
you convinced?  
This is the real 
thing.  In fact, 
after years of 
hibernating, and 
following me 
around from 
one home to 
another my 
buddy Matt 
Chapin saw a 
note on vintage 
flat tracker 
(http://
www.vft.org/) 
which said: 

 There was a picture with the note, along the lines of:  (note, Kain tells 
me that the upper left photo ‘is my Dad Riding Jack Hatley’s BSA Gold Star. 
Small world!’)(photo see next page) 
 Matt recognized the bike and called me.  Needless to say, when I con-
tacted Kain, he was excited.  As I had no idea of the value of the bike, I took it 
to Glenn Bator (http://www.batorinternational.com/) to get an appraisal.  I for-
warded the appraisal to Kain, and after I got an offer (unsolicited, a contact of 
Olav), Kain agreed to purchase the bike through an agent, John Hateley  
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	 “I’m a retired USMC Harrier pilot trying to identify the 
make and model of my father’s race bike (or best – find the bike and 
restore) so I can replicate into a street-tracker.  His name was Bob 
Anderson.  He campaigned out of Ascot from ’57-’64 running # 
77x.  Any help is much appreciated.  
 I have boxes of pictures and documents about his career and 
the bike itself.  While he never went to college, he was a great at 
math.  He built many of the parts for this bike by hand (I still have 
his cylinder head volumetric calculations).  After retiring from rac-
ing he worked at Rocketdyne building parts for the SkyLab space-
craft, and later in the film industry as a machinist at MGM and Con-
solidated Film Industries. 
 All of that said, he continued to live a fast life.  Drinking 
and smoking to excess led to his early departure in 1992 when I was 
a freshman in college.  My Dad was loving to me and had a great 
heart.  Needless to say he passed down his need for speed.  Al-
though I’m now retired from “fast jets” I still have the need for 
speed and would love to honor him by either finding and restoring 
his bike or by replicating it with my son.  
Very Best, Kain Anderson    April 26” 

http://www.vft.org/
http://www.vft.org/
http://www.batorinternational.com/


(https://www.motorcy-
clistonline.com/motor-
cycle-stuntman-holly-
wood-john-hateley/) 
who would do the 
restoration for him.  We 
scrounged around in my 
stuff, pulled together all 
the bits that seemed 
very non stock and pe-
culiar to the bike, and 
rolled it out of my life 
into a new world, where 
at some time, I may be 
able to hear it run. (All I 
ever wanted, it must be 
crazy loud and ooze 
Velo horsepower)  

 Here is the famous John trying out the seating. You can see the sump 
clearly in this shot: 

 So, it returns to it’s roots, in a way. John Hateley doesn’t know much 
about Velocettes, so he is in for a world of learning to get it smoking again. The 
new owner said he is going to have an unveiling, complimented with his Dad’s 
old racing stuff, when it is ready, so I might hear it after all.  
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Go fettle yourself!   
JP Default 

 With the impending 2021 VOCNA rally in sight, I know a few (myself 
included) that have a to-do list on their Velos which could easily carry them 
through to 2022.  Then again, we’re adding 1000 miles to their Smiths’ in one 
week, and some Lost Coast roads may put the concept of “demanding” to the 
test… 
 “If you’re having girl problems I feel bad for you son, I’ve got 99 prob-
lems but the Velo ain’t one…!” Miss Huxley fettling the ’57 Viper. 

 “It will need fettling,” 
said John Ray a few 
years ago when he of-
fered his KSS for the 
2019 Oregon rally in 
Baker.  He wasn’t kid-
ding either.  I hadn’t 
heard that word for 
some time.  Another 
cultural relic from home 
returned to me by my 
Californian moto fam.  
So fettle I did, before, 
during, and after.  Re-
cently, during a rare 
moment of self-indul-
gent boredom, between 
Huxley’s naps and 
meals, I researched it. 
 It’s interesting how 
this term has found its 
home in Velo speak, as 
well as other British 
marks, but not in main-
stream motorcycle me-
chanic speak.  I guess 

most modern motorcycles just need a laptop, a remap, and a service.  Amongst 
many engineers and racers throughout the glory years of Britains’ motoring 
empire, “fettling” was a prominent term from the racing departments in facto-
ries, pit garages at the track, to backstreet lockups where gentlemen racers 
prepped their steeds for the weekend ton-up challenges ‘round the North Circu-
lar road on a Saturday morning.’  Phil Irving and John Surtees to name a few 
well-seasoned engineers were known “fettlers”.  Onlookers would watch as 
they fine-tuned machines to standards unreachable by most.  An article in The 
Irish Times, back in April 2005, I feel puts it rather eloquently: 
 “… and within the ranks, there are those who are as happy, perhaps even hap-
pier, not actually riding their bikes but, as we called it in the days of my youth, 
“fettling” them.  Some might call it “tinkering”, while family members who 
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don’t share the passion for motorcycles could be inclined to say you were 
“playing with” your bike.  Fettling, or whatever else you might call it, is under-
stood in select circles to describe the devotion of any kind of attention to one’s 
machine.  It can vary from the more extreme pursuits such as lapping in pistons 
with Brasso, gas-flowing cylinder head ports, right down to simple cleaning 
and polishing, sometimes called titivating!” 
 Google took me anywhere from old British wrenches, mental health (in 
fine fettle) to medical marijuana (fine fettle dispensary)… So I thought I’d 
throw the question out in Velo land and see what came back… 
 “Hmm: Adjusting something until it is fit for a purpose.”  Pete Young. 
 “Fettling is the spiritual engagement between one’s hands and one’s 
soul, via the medium of a troublesome yet coveted object that requires an in-
vestment of attention.”  Paul d’Orleans. 
 “In the context of motorcycle parts, I would say that it means to put the 
finishing touches or adjustments needed for it to fit or work properly.”  Blaise 
Descollonges. 
 “I would define fettling as the pursuit of perfect tune, each old bike has 
factory specs and from their individual fettles the personality of the machine.” 
Tim Green. 
 “Good question Guv, I like the word:  To prepare/get something ready 
for use.  Kinda implies fiddling to fix a small problem.  ‘Perfect word for wot 
ya gotta do before a ride on a Velo.  You better fettle yur bike before a ride or it 
will bite you on the arse!” Olav Hassel. 
 “To me, it means to prepare a machine for reliable riding or racing.  
Much less than a rebuild: Adjusting carburetors, clutch, controls, brakes, 
valves, and chains, tightening fasteners, changing lubricants, fitting new tires, 
that sort of thing.”  John Ray. 
 “The art of shaping, manipulating and polishing all parts so they work 
well together for the rider.  Must be accomplished with intermittent test rides.” 
Lanora Cox 
 “I think fettling just refers to over-fussy preparation by owners who 
think of their bikes as things to display rather than ride!”  Geoff Blanthorn. 
 “Fettling to me is the work required to get an assemblage of parts to a 
state of functionality.”  Larry Luce. 
 “I was not familiar with the term “fettling” being from California until I 
went to the Australian Rally in 2019 with Gil.  The term was used for various 
stages of Velocette maintenance and repair that was required or necessary for 
preparing the bike for the rally.  The term “garage time” is current with people, 
which maybe the same as fettling.”  Dana Shatts. 
 “Well, I am pretty sure I heard it from Olav years ago soon after I got 
my Venom in 1983.”  Gil Loe. 
 “It is what you do when you are in a parking lot in Redding with the 
primary case open and the retaining ring for the big bearing on the transmission 
has backed out.”  Tim Kenney. 
 If you’re still reading, put the magazine down and get fettlin’!  
 Ferndale isn’t gonna ride itself…  
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Viton Ball  
Paul Barfoot 

 I recently had the opportunity to ride a Velocette Viper whilst in the 
Netherlands,  before starting out on a glorious summer day the usual checks 
were made including the oil returning to the oil tank. 
 We rode for approximately 40km and the Viper was running sweetly as 
Viper’s do. 
 Following a stop for ice-cream (well is was a warm day) I went to 
restart the Viper, it was a bit reluctant but with a run and bump fired up and we 
headed back to base a distance of 2 – 3 KM. 
 The Viper started to get a bit hot and I felt it begin to seize, so in with 
the clutch, stop the engine and push the last part of the journey. 
On inspection we at first suspected it had a fuel problem as the Viton tipped 
needle was sticking on to the seat in the carburettor and not dropping thus limit-
ing the fuel flow, so a nylon replacement was fitted and a test made.  
 All was still not right so a check of the oil tank revealed no return oil 
flow from the engine. 
 The oil tank was drained and the ball valve assembly was stripped, the 
Viton ball that had been fitted in order to stop wet sumping whilst parked, was 
found to be firmly stuck to its seat, so much so that a firm grip and pull was 
required to release it. 
 A steel ball was returned to the valve assembly, the oil tank refilled and 
when the Viper started it ran properly and oil returned in the usual manner. 
Fortunately it appears that the engine was stopped just in time as the Viper re-
turned to normal, in fact I went on to complete a further 800km on this lovely 
bike.   
 The seat of the ball valve whilst worn, was not in bad condition and did 
not cause an issue with a steel ball fitted. 
 The VOC UK in their spares scheme sell the Viton balls for the Ball 
Valve assembly, but they come with a caution, before starting your journey 
check the oil flow at the feed to the rockers and the quill into the big end by 
removing the small screw in the big end feed.  
 I have removed the Viton balls from my bikes and will live with the 
wet sumping. 
 The use of the Viton ball is a personal choice as they are an effective 
seal but I do suggest you check the oil flow after each stop and not by just re-
moving the oil cap. 
Safe Riding,Paul Barfoot 

Mr. Insert Outset 
Jeffry Shadetree 

     Fettling: A concentrated question and answer period using the proper skills 
and tools designed to and withe the intent of creating a fully operational Velo-
cette with the minimum number of mechanical defaults that have to be ‘ridden 
around’ during the normal operation of said motorbike.  We like to call it 
“Looking for that glide.” 
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 On a recent trip to the 
test track and return on the old 
Iron Mac with the sprung Dow-
ty’s, definitely in line for the 
iron butt award especially 
around the northern Contra Cos-
ta back roads.  There are plenty 
of varied terroir for testing the 
mettle of a motor with just 100 
miles on a crankshaft up re-
build.  And although there were 
times when performance evi-
denced a need for a possible 
tune adjustment, over the 45 
miles or so of run time, the indications were that the break in was going well.   
 Until the next morning when we got a call from Officer Oby…… There 
were only one of two things that could happen when starting up for some fet-
tling.  One was that the first kick would fire the motor and we would be on our 
way.  The other was that it would take several kicks before we got to the 'adjust 
whilst running part'.  But there was a third possibility that we hadn’t counted on 
and that was the motor would have compression for the first two kick attempts 
at starting and then have none at all.  A quick assessment through the spark plug 
hole told the story.  
 Having done enough valve jobs to pocket the valves to the point of us-
ing up all the valve lash adjustment, some enterprising machinist incorporated 
hardened valve seats into the original head and restore the proper stem height 
incidentally improving the gas flow characteristics into and out of the combus-
tion chamber.   Introducing improved fuel mileage and hp.  And one more thing 
to go wrong. 
 Well any one of several conditions may have contributed to the failure 
of the interference fit of the exhaust seat the most likely the material type which 

shrank up from heat 
and that is why it 
worked loose after the 
head cooled down. 
 Anyway a trip 
to Dan Marvin set 
things right with a 
new seat and fresh 
guide and valve.  It 
looks like the head 
temp gauge and some 
re-jetting is going to 
be part of the next 
fettling session. 
Looking for that 
glide.
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